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The Federation of Zionist Youth (FZY) is a Jewish Zionist Youth Movement, strengthening Jewish and 
Zionist identity whilst creating a strong and vibrant Jewish community for tomorrow. At FZY we strive 
to challenge, stimulate, educate and excite British Jewish youth through an array of programming. 
FZY works within a pluralist framework and therefore welcomes and respects members from different 
Jewish backgrounds.
FZY Year Course is a life changing 9 month programme, giving participants the opportunity to study, 
volunteer, travel, learn to live independently and gain invaluable life skills – all whilst meeting new 
people from around the world, and exploring a new and unique culture.  
The structured programme allows participants to tailor make the experience through an array of options 
ranging from Surfing in the Mediterranean Sea, to Internships in some of Israel’s top companies.
This year of study and opportunities in Israel provides chanichim (participants) with the perfect grounding and 
development for their entry into further education and employment, as well as the chance to explore their 
Jewish identity and connection to Israel.
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Joshua Marks 
FZY Year Course: 2008/09 
Employment: Project Manager

When I now interview graduate candidates, I notice that those who 
have had structured gap years or time out are often distinguished 
from their peers. The experiences they have had and the lessons they 
have learnt make them memorable and ultimately more successful 
in their careers.
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Many chanichim who choose FZY Year Course continue 
on to Higher Education. The UCAS website is excellent at 
explaining how the process works in order to defer entry 
for a year and it has answers to many questions regarding 
applications to University.  With regards to gap years UCAS 
recommends the following:
“A gap year can be great for your CV – many employers value the 
experiences students have gained if they’ve actively managed 
their time, set themselves goals and stretched themselves. If you 
decide to apply for university most former gap year students are 
generally more focused and responsible.”
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Jess Persell 
FZY Year Course: 2018/19 
Employment: Student 

Taking a year out before university was something I never imagined 
I would have done but wow am I glad I did. Year Course expanded my 
love for Israel in a completely new way and enabled me to become a 
more confident and independent individual, as I embark on my next FZY 
journey laying a foundation for the rest of my life.

TEL AVIV-YAFO 
(Community Volunteering)

MARVA or MDATEL AVIV-YAFO

Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.
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SCHEDULE
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Jessie Meyer 
FZY Year Course: 2012/13 
Employment: Agency Producer 

People will tell you again and again that you are making 
friends for life and you won’t really take much notice, but no 
one can really understand the power Year Course actually has in 
generating real friends except for those around you experiencing 
every step of the journey with you.
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Lynsey Selman 
FZY Year Course: 2001/02 
Employment: GP

Being on Year Course allowed me to develop myself 
as a person, gain valuable life skills and pepper my CV 
with unique talking points. Now, as a GP, I recognise 
the enormous value of these experiences.
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*Year Course schedule is subject to change

JERUSALEM 
STUDIES 

(Education with 
Machon programme)

JERUSALEM 
STUDIES 

(Education with 
Machon programme)



Rebecca Myers 
FZY Year Course: 2019-20 
Employment: Student

The time I spent volunteering on ambulances with MDA was incredible and 
so meaningful, it gave me the chance to see another side of Israel I never would 
have as a tourist. MDA gave me an opportunity to really experience emergency 
medicine giving me the perfect foundation for starting Medical school this year. 
I couldn’t be more grateful for the opportunities YC has given me! 

“
”

TEL AVIV-YAFO 
ISRAEL EXPERIENCE
The Tel Aviv-Yafo home is centrally located in the Montefiore 
neighbourhood, a 10-minute walk from the famous Sarona Market and 
Azrieli Mall, and a 15-minute walk from the Tel Aviv Cinematheque, 
Rothschild Boulevard, and Habima Square.  Year Course is planting roots 
in the city where Israel was first declared a Jewish state, and where the 
Hebrew language was revived to create the first “Hebrew city.”  

The diversity of Israelis, immigrants and refugees provides opportunities to 
experience pluralism and co-existence on every street, enabling leadership and 
Tikkun Olam to play a lead role in our daily lives.

FZY Year Course provides a variety of volunteer options to choose from. In addition 
to volunteering in schools and nonprofit organisations, participants will now have the 
opportunities to arrange internships and work alongside a more diverse community.

By volunteering, chanichim learn about Israeli society by working within the 
community.  Year Course chanichim will become British “ambassadors” to Israel, 
acting as a living bridge between our two communities.  Through their experience, 
they will gain insight and appreciation for the challenges facing the people of Israel 
today, all the time gaining maturity, independence and life skills. 

Most chanichim will now live together under one roof, creating a strong and 
cohesive sense of community, being equipped with common areas for socialising 
and activities, and an amazing roof top garden!

Tel Aviv-Yafo is the cultural and economic capital of Israel.  It is the top choice 
of location for many national and international conferences, concerts, cultural 
events, and celebrations!  Of course, it is also home to a world-famous beach 
and promenade.  

In addition to volunteering or interning in Tel Aviv-Yafo, chanichim can apply to 
volunteer with Magen David Adom (MDA) or to participate in the Marva programme.

MDA – MAGEN DAVID ADOM
MDA provides emergency services throughout Israel and works with its 
volunteers to provide effective first-aid treatment. This option allows Year 
Coursers to be part of this mission and gain valuable hands-on experience.  
Following a week-long intensive training course, chanichim will volunteer on 
ambulances side by side with Israeli volunteers and professionals.

MARVA
Marva consists of a two month Army simulated basic training programme. Chanichim 
participating in the Marva programme are not part of the IDF, and are not completing 
their army service. Components of the programme include training, hikes and marches, 
discovering the history of the IDF, living in field conditions, survival training, physical 
fitness and extensive educational programming.
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Noah Levy 
FZY Year Course: 2012-13 
Employment: Academic Affairs

Year Course allows you to shape your future and become who you 
want to be. I never would have imagined nine months would help me 
to grow as much as it has. It will stay with me forever!
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Jerusalem is the capital of the state of Israel. 

From the old city to the new streets it is a unique blend of the modern and 
ancient. Chanichim get to live in the historical heart of the Jewish people and 
get to feel the 2000 years of history, whilst living in the vibrant modern capital. 

While in Jerusalem, year coursers will have the opportunity to explore the diverse 
city while engaging and interacting with people from all religions and denominations 
and learn about the many different communities that call this city their home. 

Chanichim will be staying on the Kirayat Moriah campus, located in the wonderful 
Talpiot Mizrach Neighbourhood of Jerusalem. In Jerusalem, year coursers will 
join the Jewish Agency led programme called Machon le Madrichei Chutz 
L’arentz along with English speaking Jewish people from around the world.

Through our partnership with Machon, chanichim will spend the majority of 
their time in Jerusalem focusing on studying and learning through a full array 
of Jewish, Israeli and Leadership classes. There are also electives available 
for participants to choose a class that is of a particular interest to them which 
may include art, psychology, Jewish law, music or learning Arabic. 

More than just classes, the Jerusalem semester provides Chanichim with 
siyurim (day trips), cultural events and weekly kvutzvah (group) meetings 
run by the madrichim (leaders) and chanichim themselves. Additionally, the 
chanichim will have dedicated FZY time where their group will spend time 
together and embark on activism projects, additional leadership training and 
group building activities.

KUMA
As part of the Jerusalem curriculum, Year coursers will take part in an 
educational, meaningful and enriching experience to travel to Poland. 

The Kuma journey has three main goals:

• To explore the rich heritage of 1000 years of Jewish history in Poland and 
find its relevance in our lives today.

• To explore the events of the Shoah (Holocaust) through a Zionist prism and 
to bear witness to the destruction of Polish Jewry.

• To understand our responsibility as Young Jews today towards the world we live in.
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Joel Landschaft-Singe 
FZY Year Course: 2016/17 
Employment: Young professional

Year Course is more than just a Gap Year; it is a unique opportunity to 
explore yourself through a country that has so much to give. Israel is an 
inspiring nation, and I have gained a stronger Jewish identity and passion 
for Israel that I would never have originally thought possible.

The Adventure month component of the year 
provides participants with numerous different 
options in order to tailor part of their year course 
journey. Chanichim, will spend four weeks in 
between the Tel-Aviv and Jerusalem semesters, 
exploring Israel outside of these cities.

The exact options for Adventure month will be presented 
during year course, but the following are examples of 
some of the opportunities chanichim can expect. 

• Culinary and street art workshops

• Illuminating historical and religious sites

• Hiking and overnight camping
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Maddy Duchen  
FZY Year Course: 2018/19 
Employment: Student

Exploring Mumbai was insane and volunteering 
in the Kalwa slum was an eye opening experience. 
It was an amazing two weeks filled with loads of 
lessons and laughter. ”
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SPECIALITY TRACKS AND TRIPS
Year Course offers a series of additional speciality 
tracks and trips designed to allow chanichim to 
focus on a specific passion or interest. 

It’s a great opportunity to deepen your knowledge, 
perfect your talents, travel the world, and build 
your portfolio – with Israel, Zionism and Judaism 
as your backdrop. 

There is an additional cost for each of these 
supplementary options to the Year Course 
programme. 

TIKKUN OLAM: INDIA
One of the key ideals of any Jewish community is to 
improve the world around us, based on the principles 
of Tzedek (Justice), Tzedakah (Acts of Righteousness) 
and Tikkun Olam (Social Action). FZY is providing a 
travel experience to India to engage in international 
development and to work with impoverished and 
underprivileged communities. Chanichim will be 
prepared and trained in Israel before embarking 
on a voyage of volunteering in India. Whilst there, 
participants will also experience the wildlife and 
culture this country has to offer.

CULTURAL EXCHANGE: RWANDA 
Participants have the opportunity to live, learn and 
volunteer at the Agahoza Shalom Youth Village in 
Rwanda, founded by Year course alumna Anne 
Heyman. The youth village provides education for over 
500 at-risk orphans and youth. But more importantly,  
it provides them a place to call home. Chanachim will 
be immersed into the country, visiting its most beautiful 
and significant sites, learning about its rich culture and 
complex history of genocide and reparation. At the 
youth village itself chanichim will volunteer at the farm, 
teach classes in English, and assist in after-school 
classes for the Rwandan youth including activities in 
art, music, dance and sport.

OLAMI (WORLD TRAVEL)
The rich history of Israel is deeply influenced by other 
Jewish communities worldwide, whose connection to 
Israel spans the past, present and future. Year Course 
Olami explores these connections with a series of 
week-long journeys outside of Israel to countries 
around the globe.

Participants will tour famous (and not-so-famous) 
sites, visit embassies, attend cultural and social 
events, and meet their Jewish peers in each country 
to experience first-hand their relationship to our 
history, and ours to theirs.

This coming year the Olami trips are offered to China, 
Morocco and Greece and will occur at various times 
throughout the year.

SPECIAL PACKAGES 
There are a variety of speciality tracks and packages 
that are offered to the chanichim to further diversify 
their year.  These include a Business package, which 
offers an exclusive insight into some of Israel’s top 
companies and start-ups, meeting with CEOs and 
business leaders. There is also a fitness package 
that offers classes in activities such as yoga, 
Krav Maga, TRX and climbing but also provides 
participants tickets to professional sporting events. 
Another package on offer is ‘road trip with the Rabbi’ 
which offers a special informal Jewish educational 
experience and trips over shabbat with the Year 
course Rabbi.

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS:



Atid
FZY, Young Judaea and the Tsofim together 
form the umbrella organisation Atid (“Future”), an 
international partnership of pluralist Zionist youth 
movements.

FZY Year Course is run in conjunction with Young 
Judaea and the Tsofim.  As well as British chanichim, 
there will be chanichim from all across North America, 
Canada, Europe and Israel. 

Tsofim - (Israeli Scouts)
The Tsofim is FZY’s sister movement in Israel. 
Throughout the year members of the Tsofim 
participate in special seminars, hikes, home 
hospitality, volunteering and leadership experiences 
with Year Course chanichim. Meetings with the 
Tsofim offer a unique insight into the lives of Israeli 
youth today and a chance to exchange ideas 
with Israeli counterparts. Most FZY Year Course 
participants will get to live with the Tsofim during 
the Tel Aviv-Yafo semester. 

Young Judaea
Young Judaea is the oldest Zionist Youth Movement 
in the United States. It is not affiliated with any 
political party nor does it advocate for any specific 
stream of Judaism. Young Judaea seeks to impart 
a strong Jewish identity to American youth whilst 
helping them to create a personal relationship with 
the State of Israel. From the Atlantic to Pacific, from 
the Rio Grande to the Canadian border, more than 
50,000 Young Judaea graduates have benefited 
from its programmes. Young Judaea cherishes its 
relationship with the Tsofim, FZY and Canadian 
Young Judaea.  
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Joshua Tankel  
FZY Year Course: 2010/11 
Employment: Pilot

We left Year Course with new concepts and 
ideas in our minds, and most importantly, a 
renewed sense of our Jewish identity.
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HOW TO APPLY
To register for FZY Year Course and to find additional 
information, visit our website: www.fzy.org.uk/yearcourse

YEAR COURSE FEES
The price is inclusive of a $200 award made by 
MASA to all participants. Year Course fees cover 
accommodation, tuition, meals, fares, Tiyulim (tours) 
and basic medical insurance. Additional expenses 
include spending money, e.g. for travelling during free 
time or weekends and a phone contract and usage.

Chanichim will be required to pay a number of 
deposits throughout the year. Areas that are not 
covered by the insurance provided includes the cost 
of optical and dental treatment, medical care relating 
to pre-existing conditions and personal expenses, 
including insurance of personal effects or cancellation. 

Financial assistance may be available by way of a 
grant or an interest free loan. Please be in contact 
with the FZY Office for further information.  

Applications must be accompanied by a £500 
deposit. This will only be refunded in the event of 
your application to participate proving unsuccessful, 
less a £150 administration fee.

DEADLINE FOR PAYMENT
Deposit deadline is 1st February 2021. Upon 
acceptance to the programme, at least 50% of 
the programme cost MUST be made by the end 
of May 2021, with the balance due by the end 
of July 2021.  

No Chanich/a will be permitted to depart for the 
programme with any fees owing.  If your exams 
are unsuccessful in Britain, as much money 
as possible will be refunded to you, provided 
we are informed immediately after your exam 
results are known.

* Check the terms and conditions online in the 
application process for further details



Brochure design & production by Asaf Beeri, asafbeeri.com | © Copyright FZY
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Maddie salt  
FZY Year Course: 2018-19 
Employment: Student/ Current FZY Bogrim Ambassador to Year Course

Year course is really the best way to spend your gap year, you get the 
chance to see Israel in a completely different perspective and are given 
opportunities that you can only dream of whilst living in Israel. You also 
meet people from all around the world and form friendships that will stick 
with you for life! There isn’t much else to say but to sign up for year course 
and experience the best 9 months of your whole entire life!

“

”

For more information, 
please contact the FZY Office:
Tel: 020 8201 6661
Email: yearcourse@fzy.org.uk
www.fzy.org.uk
www.fzy.org.uk/yearcourse

FZY Year Course is supported by:



Shalom,
We are writing to introduce FZY Year Course, FZY’s gap-year programme in Israel. Year Course is open for you if 
you’re in your final year at school and want to spend a year away before going off to university or the working world. 

Year Course is not only one of the best Israel gap-year programmes on offer, it is one of the best gap-year 
programmes of any kind. It’s a unique year full of fantastic experiences, education and enjoyment. It’s a once 
in a life time opportunity to make life long friends, do things you’ll never be able to do at any other time, 
explore your Jewish identity and gain valuable life skills.

Year Course gives its participants a range of transferable skills that benefit them at university, as well as 
enhancing their CVs and helping them to secure exciting employment opportunities in the future. University 
professors and employers frequently cite the value of an organised gap year programme, pointing out how 
the responsibilities and opportunities given to Year Coursers distinguish them from their peers.

Even with all the challenges of the Covid-19 pandemic, we are proud to still be offering this ideological, 
engaging and life changing experience to young people. While university life is not currently the same, our 
2020-21 Year Course participants managed to get out to Israel in September, and are still having an incredible 
Year Course experience.

Programme Costs:
Despite the current challenging times, we have managed to put a hold on our price, so the programme will 
cost the same as the previous year. 

Earlybird: Apply before 31st  January 2021 and pay: £16,499 
Application deadline for Year Course 2021-22 is 15th April 2021. Apply by this date and pay £16,999 
Applications received after the deadline will be dependent on availability and will incur a £200 surcharge to 
cover administration costs.

If your deposit is not received by 1st February 2021 you will not qualify for the early bird price of £16,499. 
Upon acceptance to the programme, at least 50% of the programme cost is to be made by the end of May 
2021, with the balance due by the end of July 2021.

The price is inclusive of a $200* award available by MASA to all participants - please check the MASA website 
or contact the FZY office for further details.  

*$200 grant is correct as of time of printing, please check their website for the most up to date information.

Financial assistance is available to those with a genuine need and the process is confidential. For more 
information about financial assistance email office@fzy.org.uk.

If you are considering in participating in the FZY Year Course programme then we’re here to provide you with 
all the information you’ll need and are more than happy to meet with you or your family to talk through the 
year and the exciting options on offer. For more information please email yearcourse@fzy.org.uk. 

Hope to hear from you soon,

Jack Warner
FZY Year Course Recruiter
020 8201 6661 
yearcourse@fzy.org.uk  

Quite simply, Year Course was 
the best decision I ever made“

FZY YEAR COURSE 2021-22
FZY
YEAR
COURSE
ONCE IN A LIFETIME

FZY Year Course

25 The Burroughs, 
Hendon, 
London NW4 4AR 

Tel: 020 8201 6661

yearcourse@fzy.org.uk  
www.fzy.org.uk
www.fzy.org.uk/yearcourse


